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Productivity Growth: the Ultimate Driver of Jobs, 
Wages, Poverty Reduction and Long-term Prosperity 

“Civilization and its well-being, as well as 
business prosperity, depend on 
productivity…”

--Ibn Kaldun (1377)

Productivity isn’t everything, but in the long 
run, it is almost everything”

--Paul Krugman (1994)

50% of differences in GDP/capita are due to differences in productivity 



Key questions of Apaitan et al (2019)

Do firms face 
competition?

Does common 
ownership 

lead to more 
market 
power?

Does 
competition 

hurt 
investment 

and 
productivity?
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Apaitan et al (2019) has advanced our understanding our 
empirical understanding of Thai firms and growth

Endogenous 
growth 

literature // 
getting Thailand 
to high income

Use of firm data 
to understand 

dynamics, 
ownership, and 
market power

Examining links 
between 

competition, 
micro data and 
macroeconomy
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…but raises further questions



…but raises further questions

Measurement:

Are we really 
measuring bad 
vs. good mark-

ups and physical 
productivity?

Interpretation:

Does common 
ownership 
necessarily 

result in bad 
markups?

Endogeneity: 

competition and 
macroeconomy

(Causalito and 
Maloney 2017)
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…but raises further questions regarding endogeneity
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Productivity Markups

See Causalito and Maloney (World Bank 2017) regarding handling endogeneity

through lags and instrumental variables.



Ultimately, 
how much of 
Thailand’s lost 

decade can 
you explain? 
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Low growth

Inequality

Strong macro-fundamentals



❖ ❖



Policy considerations 
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Image source: https://www.liberaldictionary.com/level-playing-field/; 

https://www.sportsnewsireland.com/gaa/gaa-qualifiers-draw-football-2b-round-1-hurling/

https://www.liberaldictionary.com/level-playing-field/
https://www.sportsnewsireland.com/gaa/gaa-qualifiers-draw-football-2b-round-1-hurling/


Services trade restrictions indices in ASEAN
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The evolution of Thailand’s fintech sector 

• Thailand Fintech Map 2015
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Source: Techsauce, Thai Fintech Association

https://fintechnews.my/12808/editors-pick/fintech-malaysia-report/


The evolution of Thailand’s fintech sector 

• Thailand Fintech Map 2018

18Source: Techsauce, Thai Fintech Association

https://fintechnews.my/12808/editors-pick/fintech-malaysia-report/


Global innovation paradox 

Middle-income manufacturing firms report less innovation
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Apaitan et al (2019) has advanced our understanding our 
empirical understanding of Thai firms and growth

Endogenous 
growth 

literature // 
getting Thailand 
to high income

Use of firm data 
to understand 

dynamics, 
ownership, and 
market power

Examining links 
between 

competition, 
micro data and 
macroeconomy
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Low growth // firm mark-up and productivity

Inequality // firm labor share

Strong macro-fundamentals // 

competition & regulations

Finding the whole elephant…


